Abstract. We present a model-theoretic study of correct behavioral subtyping for first-order, deterministic, abstract data types with immutable objects. For such types, we give a new algebraic criterion for proving correct behavioral subtyping that is both necessary and sufficient. This proof technique handles incomplete specifications by allowing proofs of correct behavioral subtyping to be based on comparison with one of several paradigmatic models. It compares a model to a selected paradigm with a generalization of the usual notion of simulation relations. This generalization is necessary for specifications that are not term-generated and that use multiple dispatch. However, we also show that the usual notion of simulation gives a necessary and sufficient proof technique for the special cases of term-generated specifications and specifications that only use single dispatch.
Introduction
The problem addressed by this paper is to find a sound and complete algebraic condition for correct behavioral subtyping of first-order, deterministic abstract data types (ADTs) with immutable objects. We treat object-oriented (OO) ADTs in the traditional style with single-dispatched methods, as well as a generalization to multiple dispatch. The results are especially interesting
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The remainder of this introduction gives some background and motivation, an overview of the techniques and results, and a brief comparison to the most important related work.
Motivation
In reasoning about OO programs that use subtyping and dynamic dispatch, one needs a way to deal with subtype polymorphism. The problem is that expressions of a type T may denote objects of any subtype of T , and thus messages sent to the result of such an expression may invoke different pieces of code with potentially different specifications and behavior. One way to deal with this problem is to do a case analysis for each subtype of T . However, this is quite expensive, and requires the reasoning process to be repeated each time a new subtype of T is added to the program.
A better way of dealing with subtyping and dynamic dispatch is to use "supertype abstraction" [22] . In supertype abstraction, one assumes that instances of each subtype of a given type T obey the specification of T 's methods; thus one reasons by ignoring the possibility of subtyping, and instead uses the static types of expressions and the specifications associated with those static types. Such reasoning relies on a type system to guarantee that each expression of type T can denote, at run-time, only objects of subtypes of T . Hence, the supertype T 's specification is used in reasoning about all objects of its subtypes.
From the description above, one can see that supertype abstraction is a valid reasoning technique only if its main assumption is valid. That is, supertype abstraction is valid only if objects of each subtype of a given type, T , obey the specification of T 's methods when manipulated as if they were objects of type T . If an object of a subtype of T did not obey the specification of T 's methods, then its behavior would be surprising according to the specification of T . Since we wish supertype abstraction to be valid, we use this notion as a test of the soundness of a definition of correct behavioral subtyping [21] .
Simplifying assumptions
One way to study correct behavioral subtyping would be to define a specification language, a programming language, and a verification logic, and then to look at the validity of verification under definitions of correct behavioral subtyping (as in [22] ). However, such a study is quite involved, since two languages and a verification logic have to be described, and tied together.
To avoid such complications, and to allow more mathematical tools to be brought to bear on the problem of completeness, we start by abstracting away the specification language. Instead of describing the presentation form of specifications, we use their meaning. For us, the meaning of a specifications of several ADTs is a class of algebraic models. Each such model is a mathematical abstraction of one way of implementing each of the types specified. In particular each type T comes equipped with a carrier set that models objects having exactly type T . In the following, whenever we say "specification," what is meant is a class of algebraic models.
To simplify our study further we do not consider mutation of object states. Although mutation is important in practice for OO programs, for this first study of completeness we wish to avoid the semantic complications related to locations, object identities, circular objects, and especially aliasing. This simplification allows us to simplify the treatment of the programming language, since we do not have to consider statements with side-effects. In particular, a sequence of messages sent to various objects can be modeled by an expression. In the jargon of algebra, such expressions are called terms; we also call them procedures.
Finally, to avoid the complications of a verification logic, we directly compare the results of sequences of messages sent to different objects (perhaps in different algebraic models). This leads to the notion of behavior.
Behavior and observations
A specification of an abstract data type allows for many different implementations. Each of these implementations can use distinct data structures and algorithms. The internal state of the object's data structures is therefore hidden. What the specification describes about each such object is its behavior: the results of sequences of messages sent to the object. Of course, if the result of some message is itself an object of an abstract type, then its internal state will also be hidden and hence not useful for determining the behavior of the object receiving the message. Therefore, we focus attention on messages that return a value of some pre-defined set of visible types, such as Bool. Such types are called "visible" because they can be used in both input and output from programs.
Terms having a visible type are observations. An observation observes the objects denoted by its free variables, which can be objects of nonvisible, user-defined ADTs. An observation whose free variables have visible types can be considered to be a program, because it both inputs and outputs data of visible type. However, because the visible types are not user-defined ADTs, programs are not useful for observing existing objects of user-defined ADTs. More useful are observations that are not programs.
Such observations, terms that have inputs that are nonvisible types, are critical to the study of behavioral subtyping. Recall that supertype abstraction is valid only if objects of each subtype of a given type, T , obey the specification of T 's methods, when manipulated as if they were objects of type T . This can be formalized using observations that take inputs of type T . With our simplifying assumptions, the expected visible behavior of a type T can be codified as the responses of objects that have exactly type T to a given set of observations that take objects of type T as inputs. If an object of some subtype of T gives a result that is not possible for an object having exactly type T , then its visible behavior is surprising.
In the technical material below, we make use of a notion of comparative behavior. Suppose o 1 and o 2 are objects of some subtype of T . Then o 1 and o 2 have the same visible behavior if, for every observation obs that takes T as an argument, obs(o 1 ) and obs(o 2 ) are the same. In this setting, the visible behavior of objects of a subtype of T is compared with the expected visible behavior of T using objects that are of exactly type T . The expected visible behavior of T is found by looking at all such objects in all models and all observations that take T as an argument. If one can match every object of each subtype of T with some object in the carrier set of type T with the same visible behavior, then the visible behavior of each subtype is as expected, which is correct behavioral subtyping.
It follows that typed homomorphic relations between models of ADTs can be used as part of a technique for proving correct behavioral subtyping [16] . This technique requires one to pick for a given algebraic model, A, another model, B, such that for each type T , there is a homomorphic relation between A and B that relates each object of some subtype of T in A to some object having exactly type T in B. The relation is homomorphic in the sense that each instance method must preserve the relation at each type. A homomorphic relation with the additional property that it can relate data elements of visible type only to themselves is called a nominal simulation of B by A. The construction of nominal simulations gives a proof technique for correct behavioral subtyping that is more useful than looking at every observation.
The ability to pick a model, B, different from A allows one to work with ADT specifications that are incomplete in the sense that they may have several nonisomorphic models. The problem this solves is that in A, objects in the carrier set of a type T may not happen to have the behavior required to be simulated by objects of T 's subtypes in A.
Soundness and completeness
Using the criteria of "no surprising visible behavior", we can say that a technique for proving behavioral subtyping is sound if, whenever it certifies a subtype relation as correct, then the visible behavior of subtype values, when manipulated as if they were supertype values, will not be surprising. Such a technique is complete if whenever subtypes cannot exhibit surprising visible behavior, then it can certify the specified subtype relation as correct.
Techniques for proving correct behavioral subtyping have been studied by several authors [1, 3, 6, 7, 16, [21] [22] [23] . While most of these authors have studied the soundness of their techniques, to the best of our knowledge no others have studied their completeness.
In our earlier work we showed that the use of nominal simulations as described above is sound [16] . However, it turns out that this technique is only complete for term-generated specifications and for specifications that do not use multiple dispatch.
Term Generated specifications
The above notions of behavior do not involve the creation of the objects being observed. One reason for this is that subtype objects contain different information than objects of their supertypes (often more information), and hence they are created using different operations. For example, in an OO language even if IntSet has Interval as a subtype, one might create an IntSet object using a syntax such as new IntSet(), but the syntax for creating an Interval object might be new Interval (3, 7) . However, subtyping ensures that Interval objects, once created, can respond to the same set of messages (i.e., the same instance protocol) as IntSet objects. Thus a procedure that can observe an IntSet object can observe an Interval object as well.
A specification is term-generated if all possible objects can be created using terms. Because the behavior of existing objects, not object creation, is at the heart of behavioral subtyping, it is often convenient to deal with specifications that are not term-generated. For example, a library of OO ADTs typically includes a type Collection that is not term-generated. The type Collection specifies operations to test membership, and return the size of a collection, but does not specify any particular way to create collections. Collection will typically have subtypes like Set, Bag, List, and Array. Although these subtypes will typically have primitive constructors, because Collection has no primitive constructors, the algebras in such a specification will generally not be term-generated.
Specifications of types that are not term-generated are also often used to describe type parameters. For example, in a polymorphic type such as Set[T], the specification of the type T, would simply call for an eq operation-there is no need to be able to create objects of type T within Set[T]'s operations.
Single vs. multiple dispatch
Traditional OO languages, such as Smalltalk, C++, and Java use single dispatch to find the code to run in response to a message send. For example, in Java one would write an expression such as myIntSet.insert (3) to produce a new IntSet containing the elements of myIntSet as well as the number 3. In such an expression, myIntSet is the receiver of the message. The dynamic type of the object that the receiver denotes is used to find a piece of code to run in response to the message. Hence dynamic dispatch in a language with single dispatch does not consider the dynamic type of any arguments other than the receiver.
However, single dispatch creates a number of problems for OO languages. For example, if a class has methods that take additional arguments of the same type, so-called "binary methods" [2] , then its subclasses cannot safely be considered subtypes. Various design patterns such as the "visitor pattern" are difficult to write in a language that only has single dispatch.
For these reasons, some OO languages, such as CLOS, Dylan, and Cecil, use a more general technique for doing dynamic dispatch: multiple dispatch. (See Castagna's book [5] for introductory material and other references.) In multiple dispatch the piece of code invoked, called a multimethod, can depend on the run-time type of all arguments. For example, with multiple dispatch one can write eq(arg1, arg2) and have the code executed depend on the run-time types of both arg1 and arg2. This makes for a more natural encoding of operations such as equality tests, addition, union, and so on. Since in a multiple dispatch language one can make the dispatching depend on any subset of the actual arguments, multiple dispatch is easily able to simulate single dispatch [20] .
However, our results show that multiple dispatch can add significant complications to reasoning. In particular, for specifications that are not termgenerated, and that use multiple dispatch, the technique of using nominal simulations to prove behavioral subtyping is sound but not complete.
One way to understand this is to think of multiple dispatch as being single dispatch on tuples of objects [15] . In a language with multiple dispatch, the analog of the behavior of an object, in general, is the behavior of a tuple of objects. One reason for the necessity of this generalization is that some objects cannot be observed in isolation. This will be the case if the only methods that can observe such objects are multimethods. (If, on the other hand, the specification is term-generated, then this problem cannot occur.)
To investigate the behavior of tuples of objects from the perspective of a particular tuple of types, it is convenient to introduce the notion of an environment. An environment maps typed variable names to objects; to allow subtyping, the objects may, in general, be of any subtype of the corresponding variable's type. The typing of variables is recorded in a type context, which is a map of variable names to types. A type context can be thought as the type of an environment. Given a type context, H, and an environment ρ : H, it must be that for each x : T in H, ρ(x) has a type that is a subtype of T .
The behavior of an environment of type H is the set of all results of observations that type check against the typings recorded in H. As before, we also find it useful to compare the behavior of two environments of the same type, forming a comparative behavior relation indexed by type contexts.
Expected visible behavior for languages with multiple dispatch relies on the concept of a nominal environment. An environment, ρ : H, is nominal if whenever a variable x has type T in H, then ρ maps x to an object in the carrier set of type T (and not just in the carrier set of some subtype of T ). The visible behavior of objects in a nominal environment is thus part of the expected visible behavior of the types of its variables, and the visible behavior of all nominal environments represents the expected visible behavior of the types in a specification.
The generalization of a homomorphic relation on objects to the setting with multiple dispatch is a homomorphic relation on environments. A sound and complete general technique for proving correct behavioral subtyping, which works for specifications that may not be term-generated, is as follows. This technique requires one to pick for a given algebraic model, A, another model B, such that for each type context H, there is a generalized simulation between A and B that relates each environment of type H over A to some nominal environment of type H over B.
Our results show more than this, however. By using the dual of the construction of a comparative behavior relation from our earlier work [17] , we show how to construct the appropriate generalized simulation to check the correctness of behavioral subtyping in the general case. We also prove completeness results for the more specific cases of term-generated specifications and specifications without multiple dispatch.
Related work
The most important previous work that describes comparisons of algebraic models is Schoett's [26] . Schoett studied the problem of when a partial algebra A can be used in place of a paradigm, a partial algebra B, without exhibiting surprising behavior. He argues that this will be assured if the two algebras are behaviorally equivalent in the sense that all programs run in the two algebras have the same output. Because of the problem he studied, he assumed that only values of visible types were legitimate input and output for observations. Schoett proved that the existence of a homomorphic relation between A and B that is the identity on visible types is both necessary and sufficient for the behavior of A to be equivalent to the behavior of B.
Because Schoett's technique relies on visible inputs, it cannot, in general, settle questions of correctness for ADTs that are not term-generated. In contrast, our techniques allow nonvisible data as input, and so are more suited to the study of behavioral subtyping in OO languages. This difference allows our techniques to work even for ADTs that have no term-generated values. This mimics the way in which one might test "abstract" types in OO programming: first create the objects, and then pass them to the test procedure.
Outline
In what follows, we first describe the mathematical background from [17] , extending it with subtyping. In Sect. 3 we describe the notions of standard and generalized simulations that are the core of our characterization of behavioral subtyping. In Sect. 4 we extend the notions of behavior and realization from [17] , again extending them with subtyping. In Sect. 5 we give the definition of correct behavioral subtyping and prove the soundness and completeness of our algebraic characterization. Finally in Sect. 6 we offer some discussion and conclusions.
Preliminaries
The syntactic interface of a collection of ADTs is formally described by a signature. These signatures allow for dynamic overloading of operations, as in an OO language with multimethods. Our framework for subtyping is a generalization of Reynold's category-sorted algebras [24] . Let N = { 0, 1, 2, . . . } be the set of natural numbers. If g is a constant, we identify → S with S. The operation g is useless if its set of admissible types is empty, i.e., if ResType (g, T ) is undefined for all T ∈ TYPE n . We assume Σ contains no useless operations.
In the sequel we review some definitions of [17] relevant to the present paper and extend them to signatures with subtyping by applying them to the discrete transform. Definitions, theorems, lemmas, etc. that do not mention the preorder ≤, and thus carry over directly from [17] , will be indicated by a superscript "D" . Keep in mind that discrete signatures can be considered as a special class of signatures with subtyping.
With each signature we associate a unique subsignature of visible types for the purpose of defining observations over Σ. Note that by the condition on subtyping in Def. 2.1(vii) the preordering of VIS induced by the preordering of TYPE is discrete (by definition) and hence Σ VIS can be viewed as a signature without subtyping.
iff g ∈ OP n and g has at least one admissible type of the form T → S with
The notion of signature we use here models "multimethods"-the dynamic dispatch of an operation determined by more than one of its arguments. To allow us to study OO languages that do not allow multimethods, we use the following restricted notion of signature. While perhaps overly strong, it does rule out multiple dispatch. for not(or(not(t 1 ),not(t 2 ))).
The following definitions of type context, and the type inference rules, are quoted from [17] . They are applied to the discrete transform and unaffected by the presence of subtyping. 
. , x n } of H is denoted by Dom (H) and T i is denoted by H(x i ). H is visible if the type of every variable in H is visible. The set of all type contexts is denoted by TCON and the set of all visible type contexts by
The type inference rules for terms are given below. 
We say that t is well H-typed if it has a H-type. When Σ is clear from context we write H t : T . When the type context H is also clear we may speak of t being "well-typed," and of T being the "nominal" or "static" type of t. We will denote the extended type context H ∪ { x, T } by H, x : T . We further streamline notation by using the expression "t:T " when referring to a term t, with the understanding that this automatically entails the assumption t is well-typed and of type T .
It is an easy matter to verify the following lemma by induction on the structure of terms; use the fact that ResType is monotonic in its second argument.
Lemma 2.6. Let H be a type context and let t( x : S) : T be a well H-typed term, and let s : U be a sequence of well H-typed terms such that U ≤ S. Then t( s) is well H-typed and H t( s) : W for some type
Mappings between type contexts play an important role in our theory.
Definition 2.7 D (context homomorphism, homomorphic pre-image). Let H and K be type contexts. A mapping
For example, if H = {x : Bool, y : LO} and K = {x : LO, y : Bool, z : Bool, }, and h(x) = y and h(y) = h(z) = x, then h is a context homomorphism of K to H, and K is the pre-image of H under h.
If h is a context homomorphism of K to H and x 1 , . . . , x n ∈ Dom (K), then for every term t(x i , . . . , x n ) and type T
In [17] the implementations of an ADT specification without subtyping are modeled by algebras. Here we enrich the algebras by an ordering of type domains to model implementations of ADT specifications with subtyping [16] .
Definition 2.8 (Σ-algebra, nominal Σ-algebra). Let Σ be a signature with subtyping. A Σ-algebra
n ∈ N and g ∈ OP n , called the interpretation of g, with the property that, for every admissible type T 1 , . . . , T n → S of g and every
An algebra will be called discrete if its signature is discrete. Note that every discrete algebra is automatically nominal.
We use the following abbreviations:
Expressed in terms of this streamlined notation, the critical property, with respect to the subtyping, of the interpretations of the operations in a Σ-algebra is that
Let Σ be a signature with subtyping and A be a Σ-algebra. An element a of A is said to be of dynamic type T if a ∈ A T , and of virtual type T if a ∈ A T , i.e., if it is of dynamic type S for some subtype S of T . Note that, for every g ∈ OP n and every admissible type domain
. . , a n ) must be of virtual type S, where S is the nominal type of
Example 2.9. 1 Let Σ E be the signature of Ex. 2.2. The Σ E -algebra E is defined as follows:
By our abbreviations, true E ( ) = tt and and
Note that E LO = E Comp = Z but that E is nominal; in fact, every Σ Ealgebra is nominal.
We follow Reynolds [24] , in contrast to Goguen and Meseguer [9, 12] , in not requiring A S ⊆ A T when S ≤ T . However Reynolds handles subtyping by means of an implicit coercion mapping between the domains A S and A T when S ≤ T , and this has essentially the same effect as requiring A S and A T to be disjoint when S = T . We take a middle ground. The domains of distinct types S and T need not be disjoint, nor do they have to be comparable when S ≤ T , and we do not require coercion functions. But the definitions must be consistent in spite of the dynamic overloading of operators because the operation interpretations are polymorphic. More precisely, if T and T are both admissible type domains of g and a ∈ A T ∩ A T , then g A ( a) is uniquely determined by virtue of g A being a partial function. The definition requires in this case that
. This property insures that the discrete transform of A, defined below, is in fact well-defined.
For example, in the Σ E -algebra E defined above, Comp ≤ E LO, but E Comp = Z is neither disjoint nor a subset of E LO = N, in fact N is a proper subset of Z, so the domain inclusion is opposite from the type ordering. (The reason for this inversion of order will be apparent later.) But the definition of leq E is consistent on the common part of E Comp and E LO since the natural order of N is a suborder of the natural order of Z.
The key feature of an algebra with subtyping in our sense is the fact that, for any g ∈ OP , if a is a sequence of elements of A of dynamic type T , where T is an admissible type domain of g, then g A ( a) can be in any domain whose type is a subtype of the static type S of g for T , i.e., g A ( a) is only required to be virtually of type S. This would not differ from the case of discrete algebras if each type domain were required to be a subset of the domain of every supertype, as is the case for the order-sorted algebras of Goguen and Meseguer [9, 12] . But it is a definite generalization in our context, and there are many situations where this greater generality seems justified. 
if s ∈ II Interval , s = i, j , and no case above holds. 2
The carrier sets II Interval and II IntSet are disjoint, so II , like E , is not order-sorted in the sense of [9, 12] . Notice also that II is not nominal, because remove II with an Interval argument may return an Interval instead of an IntSet.
Any Σ-algebra can be transformed into a Σ-algebra and hence into an algebra over a discrete signature. This transformation is not faithful in the sense that some information is lost and the original algebra cannot in general be recovered from its transform. But the process of transformation is important because it allows us to extend the results of [17] , which are concerned with specifications without subtyping, to specifications with subtyping.
Recall that the definition of a Σ-algebra A insures that the definition of the operation g A must be consistent in spite of its polymorphism. Recall also that the types of Σ, the discrete transform of Σ, are the same as Σ but are discretely ordered. Recall finally that, for every Σ-algebra A and every type T , A T = U ≤T A U .
Definition 2.12 (discrete transform algebra). Let Σ be a signature with subtyping and let
In forming the discrete transform only the type domains change. The operations stay the same because they are polymorphic to begin with. Note that if Σ is discrete, then A = A for every Σ-algebra A.
Consider the discrete transform II of the algebra II of Example 2.11. Its carrier set II is defined as follows. II IntSet = II IntSet ∪ II Interval , and II Interval is the same as II Interval .
By definition II is not subtyped, but if it were allowed to inherit the subtyping of II it would be order-sorted in the sense of [9, 12] because II Interval ⊆ II IntSet . This applies to all discrete transforms.
Let Σ be a signature with subtyping. Σ-algebras A and B are isomorphic (in symbols A ∼ = B) if their discrete transforms are isomorphic is the normal sense, i.e., if there exists a TYPE -indexed bijection h = h T : T ∈ TYPE between A = A T : T ∈ TYPE and B = B T : T ∈ TYPE such that, for every g ∈ OP n , every admissible type T → S of g, and every a ∈ A T , we have h S g A ( a) = g B h T ( a) . This looser notion of isomorphism is the appropriate one here because of the polymorphism inherent in operation interpretations.
Definitions, theorems, etc. in [17] that are formulated for discrete algebras can be automatically applied to subtyped algebras by applying them to the discrete transforms (after dropping the discrete ordering on the types). Again these are indicated by a superscript "D" .
Definition 2.13 D (VIS -reduct). The VIS -reduct of a Σ-algebra A is the Σ VIS -algebra
where
) for every admissible type domain V of g consisting only of visible types and every
The notion of a VIS -reduct will be used in defining the notion of a specification.
For example, the VIS -reduct of the Σ E -algebra E of Ex. 2.9, E | VIS , has only the carrier set of the type Bool and the interpretations of the operations false, not, and or. Similarly, II | VIS = E | VIS .
Note that A| VIS = A| VIS because Σ VIS is discretely subtyped. The notion of an environment over an algebra A with subtyping is the same as that of an of environment over A [17, 
and ρ E (x 3 ) = −3 is an H-environment over the algebra E of Ex. 2.9.
Note that ρ E is not nominal, because ρ E (x 2 ) ∈ E LO . A nominal Henvironment would have to map x 2 to some element of N.
Recall that the notion of a nominal environment will be used in defining the notion of expected behavior, and plays key role in our method of verifying the correctness of behavioral subtyping. By comparing ordinary and nominal environments one can determine if data elements from subtype domains behave like nominal elements.
Let ρ be an H-environment and assume y ∈ Dom (H). Let T ∈ TYPE and a ∈ A T . The (H, y : T )-environment that assigns a to y and ρ(x) to each variable x of H will be denoted by
The notions of pre-image, subcontext and isomorphism can be lifted from type contexts to environments in the obvious way. Let ρ be a Henvironment. For every context homomorphism h :
Given an algebra A and environment ρ over it, the meaning of a term is defined by recursion on its structure in the usual way [17, Def. 
An easy inductive proof, based on the recursive definition of [[ t : T ]]
A ρ, shows that the meaning of a term t depends only on the meanings of the variables that actually occur in t.
A Σ-algebra is term-generated if every element is of the form t A for some ground term t.
Recall that we are not concerned in this paper with the presentation of specifications. Consequently a specification will be identified with the class of models it denotes. It is customary in the theory of hierarchical specification to take the visible part of an ADT as given a priori and consequently beyond the scope of the specification; furthermore, its structure must be completely accessible. For example, the properties of the Booleans are fixed and each Boolean has a fixed name. Following this custom we assume that the visible reduct of every algebra in the specification class is the same and that it is term-generated. These conditions assure that any isomorphism between any two algebras in the class must be the identity on the visible reduct. Such an isomorphism is called a VIS -isomorphism, for emphasis. We now give two examples. They are specifications over the signatures Σ E and Σ II , respectively (Exs. 2.2 and 2.10). In both examples the visible reduct of all models will be the same (as they must be by definition of specification) and in fact will coincide with the common visible reduct of E and II (Exs. 2.9 and 2.11). This is the two-element Boolean algebra with the standard operations. Note that this algebra is term-generated. This will be the visible reduct of all algebras we consider in examples from now on.
Definition 2.17 (specification). Let

Example 2.18.
As an example of a specification over Σ E , with the nonvisible types LO and Comp, we take SPEC E to be the class of Σ E -algebras A such that the following hold. It is easy to see that this class of Σ E -algebras is closed under VISisomorphisms. Note also that E ∈ SPEC E . (ii) member A (k, s) = tt for only a finite number of k ∈ A Int , for each
2
It is easy to see that II ∈ SPEC II . Neither of the two examples SPEC E or SPEC II is term-generated and neither of them has only unary methods. Throughout the remainder of the paper, when not explicitly indicated otherwise, it is automatically assumed that Σ is a signature with subtyping and SPEC is a specification over Σ.
Simulation
A simulation of one Σ-algebra by another is formalized as a TYPE -indexed binary relation between the carriers of the two algebras that preserves the actions of corresponding operations. We also consider a more general notion of simulation that takes the form of a TCON -indexed binary relation between the TCON -indexed sets of environments of the algebras; recall that TCON denotes the set of all type contexts. A standard relation 2 relates individual elements of the algebras and a generalized relation relates environments. The formal definition of these two kinds of relations follows. Standard or generalized relations between Σ-algebras that are preserved under the operations of an algebra, in a sense made precise in the following definitions, are called homomorphic. 3 The various notions of one algebra simulating another are defined in terms of relations of this kind. 
Recall the notion of a homomorphism between type contexts that was defined in Sect. 2 
(GHR2) For all type contexts H and K and every context homomorphism
R is a standard homomorphic relation between A and B exactly when it is a standard homomorphic relation between A and B is the sense of [17, Def. Let R be a standard homomorphic relation between A and B. For each , and x ∈ Dom (H) with H x : T such that
It is easy to check that R +− = R for every standard relation R and G −+ ⊇ G for every generalized relation. Moreover, if R is homomorphic, then so is R + , but it is not the case that every homomorphic generalized relation is of the form R + for some homomorphic standard relation R; see [17, Ex. A.5] . The projective restriction G − of a homomorphic generalized relation G is not in general homomorphic as a standard relation; a counterexample can be found in Ex. 3.12. There is one important situation however in which G homomorphic always implies G − is homomorphic, namely when the signature has only unary methods: Proof. Let g ∈ OP n and let T 1 , . . . , T n → S be an admissible type of g.
Since Σ is a signature with unary methods by assumption, there is at most one j ≤ n such that T j / ∈ VIS ; without loss of generality we may assume that j = 1. Since G is VIS -identical, a i = b i for every 2 ≤ i ≤ n. Thus, since the visible sorts are all term-generated, there exists for each 2 ≤ i ≤ n a nullary term t i of type
By the substitution property for generalized homomorphic relations, (GHR1), we haveρ n G Hn,y 2 :T 2 ,...,yn:Tnσn .
So G − is a standard homomorphic relation between A and B, and it is clearly VIS -identical. 2
The following property of generalized homomorphic relations is an immediate consequence of (GHR2). 
For any algebra A, the TYPE -indexed family of identity relations on the carrier sets of A is a standard homomorphic relation between A and A, and the TCON -indexed family of identity relations on environments over A is a generalized homomorphic relation between A and A. Slightly more interesting examples are the relations between two arbitrary algebras A and B in SPEC that coincide with the identity on visible type domains and visible environments and are empty otherwise. These relations always exist because of the assumption that A| VIS = B| VIS when A and B are models of the same specification. They will prove useful when we define the notion of simulation below.
Standard and generalized relations are VIS -identical if their visible parts coincide respectively with I and I + . More formally we have:
Definition 3.7 D (VIS -identical relations). Let A, B ∈ SPEC, and let R ⊆ A × B and G ⊆ ENV
Neither the empty nor the universal relations are VIS -identical. It is reasonable to require that a visible data element simulate only itself [26] , so a standard homomorphic relation is said to be a weak simulation 4 between discrete algebras A and B if it relates every visible data element only to itself. (Recall our assumption that the visible parts of any two algebras in the specification are the same.) Schoett [26] proves this weak notion of simulation is both necessary and sufficient to insure behavioral equivalence with regard to visible data. But Schoett's notion of simulation turns out to be inadequate when nonvisible data is taken into account. We now define formally two notions of simulation, nominal standard simulation and nominal generalized simulation, both of which are strong enough to insure correct behavioral subtyping. However, only the latter turns out to be both necessary and sufficient for this purpose for signatures that may contain multimethods.
R and S are VIS -identical iff they are VIS -identical relations between the discrete Σ-algebras
By a standard simulation between algebras with subtyping, we mean a standard simulation between their discrete transforms in the sense of [17, Def. 2.11] . This means that a VIS -identical standard homomorphic relation R between two algebras A and B is a standard simulation of B by A if, for each type T and each element a of A of virtual type T , a is R T -related to some element b of B that is also of virtual type T . The significant notion of simulation from the standpoint of behavioral subtyping is that of nominal standard simulation, where each element a of A of virtual type T is required to be R T -related to some element b of B of dynamic type T .
Definition 3.8 (nominal standard simulation). Let A, B ∈ SPEC. A nominal standard simulation of B by A is a standard relation R ⊆ A × B that satisfies the following conditions. (i) R is VIS -identical and homomorphic. (ii) For every T ∈ TYPE and a ∈ A T , there exists a b
∈ B T such that a R T b.
R is a nominal standard bisimulation between A and B if both R and its converse R are nominal standard simulations. 2
We call the property (ii) the coercion property. We say that a simulates b at type T (under R) if a, b ∈ R T . Note that the requirement that R be VIS -identical (R | VIS = I) means that for each visible type V , each visible element of type V in A simulates just itself at type V . Example 3.9. Let II be the algebra of Ex. 2.11, with the nonvisible types Int, IntSet and Interval. Then II does not simulate itself by means of any nominal standard simulation. This is because choose II returns the least element of an Interval value, but the greatest element of an IntSet value.
However, because SPEC II , the specification given in Ex. 2.19, puts no restriction on which element of an IntSet value choose II returns, it is possible to find another algebra II ∈ SPEC II such that II does simulate II by a nominal standard simulation. In fact, for every A ∈ SPEC II there exists an A ∈ SPEC II such that A simulates A by a nominal standard simulation. A can be taken to be identical to A, except that the carrier set of IntSet is defined to be A IntSet = A IntSet ∪ A Interval . Note the A is identical to A is all respects except that the subtyping of A is retained ( A is discrete). The identity standard relation R ⊆ A × A is a nominal standard simulation of A by A; more precisely, R is defined as follows.
This construction of a nominal standard simulation of the model A of SPEC II by A seems to use a trick, and it does. The trick is that A is obtained from A simply by respecifying each data element of II of dynamic type Interval, which is of virtual type IntSet, to also be of dynamic type IntSet. So when this element simulates itself at type IntSet as an element of A, the simulation is nominal.
The procedure is not as arbitrary as it appears because, for the trick to work, it is essential that, if A is in SPEC II , then A is also in SPEC II . This is indeed true for SPEC II because the specification is so loose it puts no condition on the choose operation, when applied to a value a of IntSet, other than that it must return a value of Int that is a member a.
More to the point, the fact that respecification of Interval data elements as IntSet data elements does not take us out of SPEC II verifies an important property of the specification SPEC II : after we have established the precise link between nominal simulation and behavioral subtyping in Cor. 5.5, we will be able to conclude that the subtype relation in SPEC II is a correct behavioral subtype relation. Intuitively this means that there can be no surprising behavior with respect to subtyping in any model of SPEC II (see Def. 5.1).
Example 3.10. For the algebra E of Example 2.9, with the nonvisible types LO and Comp, there is also no nominal standard simulation of E by E . Suppose such a simulation, say R, exists. Since R is nominal, for each integer k ∈ E Comp there is a natural number n k ∈ E LO such that k R LO n k .
For each pair k, l of integers such that k < l (where < is the natural order of the integers) we have leq E (k, l) = tt and leq E (l, k) = ff, and thus, since R is a simulation, leq E (n k , n l ) R Bool tt and leq E (n l , n k ) R Bool ff.
Hence leq E (n k , n l ) = tt and leq E (n l , n k ) = ff since R is VIS -identical. Thus n k < n l (where < is now the natural order of the natural numbers). This implies that the natural numbers contains an infinite, strictly descending sequence, a contradiction. (Compare [17, Ex. A.1] .)
The trick we used in Ex. 3.9 does not work here. If we respecify each integer to be of dynamic type LO we obtain a Σ E -algebra outside the specification SPEC E because of the condition that the set of LO data elements is well-ordered under the linear ordering (Def. 2.18(iv)). The argument used above to show that E does not nominally simulate itself can be used to show that E does not nominally simulate any model of SPEC E . This illustrates the inadequacy of standard simulations for characterizing correct behavioral subtyping for such specifications and shows the necessity of the notion of generalized simulation defined below. 2
In [17] we considered a generalized notion of simulation that related entire environments rather than individual data elements. This allows for a more refined analysis of the comparative behavior of individual data elements by taking into account all the various contexts in which they can occur. A generalized simulation with subtyping is a generalized simulation of the discrete transforms in the sense of [17, Def. 2.13] . In detail, a VISidentical generalized homomorphic relation G between two algebras A and B is a generalized simulation of B by A if, for every type context H, each H-environment over A is G H -related to some H-environment over B. From the standpoint of behavioral subtyping, the more significant notion is that of a nominal generalized simulation: each H-environment over A is G Hrelated to some nominal H-environment over B. The formal definition is as follows.
Definition 3.11 (nominal generalized simulation). Let A, B ∈ SPEC. A nominal generalized simulation of B by A is a relation G ⊆ ENV
A × ENV B that satisfies the following condition. Again, we call the property (ii) the coercion property. If R is a nominal standard simulation, then its pointwise extension R + is a nominal generalized simulation. In particular, the pointwise extension of the nominal standard simulation R of A in A given in Ex. 3.9 is a nominal generalized simulation. But generalized simulations are actually more general.
(i) G is VIS -identical and homomorphic (ii) for every H ∈ TCON and ρ ∈ ENV
Example 3.12.
Although there is no nominal standard simulation of E by itself, as observed in Ex. 3.10, we will now construct a nominal generalized simulation G E of E by itself. This will give an example of a homomorphic generalized relation whose projective restriction is not a homomorphic standard relation. For if G E − were homomorphic, then it is easy to see it would be a nominal standard simulation of E by itself, which is impossible.
The construction of G E is adapted from one given in Exs. 2.8 and 2.16 of [17] .
Let H ∈ TCON and ρ, σ ∈ ENV E H × ENV E H be given. We say that ρ, σ is finite partial order isomorphism if the following holds. For all x, y ∈ Dom (H) such that H x : LO and H y :
(y). (This makes sense since ρ(x), ρ(y), σ(x)
, and σ(y) are all in E LO = Z.) Let G E be the set of all finite partial order isomorphisms such that ρ(x) = σ(x) whenever H x : Comp or H x : Bool. It is easy to check the G E satisfies the substitution, pre-image, and subcontext properties that define a generalized homomorphic relation (see Ex. 2.8 of [17] for details). Moreover, it also satisfies the coercion property of a nominal generalized simulation. To see this let H be a type context ρ ∈ ENV E H . We must show there is a nominal σ ∈ ENV E H such that ρ, σ ∈ G E . In this context "σ is nominal" means that σ(x) ≥ 0 whenever H x : LO. σ can be obtained from ρ by shifting all the negative integers of the form ρ(x), where x has H-type LO, by the same amount M far enough in the positive direction to make them nonnegative. Since environments are finite mappings, there is a smallest nonnegative integer with this property.
M := max{ |ρ(x)| : x ∈ Dom (H), H x : LO, and ρ(x) < 0 }.
Define σ ∈ G E
H by the conditions that -σ(x) = ρ(x) for all x such that H x : Bool or H x : Comp, and
Clearly, σ is nominal and ρ, σ ∈ G E .
It is not difficult to see how the construction of G E can be modified to give, for every model A of the specification SPEC E (Ex. 2.18), a nominal generalized simulation of E by A. The key to the construction is fact that, by the specification, A Comp is linearly ordered by leq A , and every finite linearly ordered set is order-isomorphic to a subset of the natural numbers, and hence to E Comp under leq E . 2
As in the case of SPEC E , we will be able to conclude by means of Cor. 5.5 below that the subtype relation in SPEC II is a correct behavioral subtyping. However there is a significant difference between SPEC II and SPEC E from our point of view. The correct behavioral subtyping of SPEC II is established by nominal standard simulations, and in the case of SPEC E we used nominal generalized simulations. As previously observed, the correct behavioral subtyping of SPEC E cannot be verified by nominal standard simulations.
Behavior and realization
The concept of behavior, in particular visible behavior, and the closely related notion of realization, underlies much of the work on semantics of ADTs. By visible behavior we mean, informally, the printed or returned results of observations. By realization we mean data that produce some desired behavior. Surprising behavior contradicts the predictions of a specification. To handle multiple dispatch, we formalize the notion of the realization of an element a of an Σ-algebra as an environment ρ over the algebra with the property that a is the result of executing one of the set of allowed procedures in the environment ρ; symmetrically, the behavior of an environment ρ is any element a such that ρ realizes it in the above sense [17] . The assumption is that there is a well-defined class of procedures associated with any signature that can take nonvisible input data (represented in the present context in the form of an environment) and output a nonvisible element of the algebra. The term observation is reserved for those procedures that output visible data. In our earlier paper, and also in the present one, we restrict ourselves to simple functional procedures that can be identified with terms of signature Σ. (However, this restriction is not essential for our methods to work.)
We formalize the above remarks in the following definition. (Note that the term t in the following definition is not necessarily ground.)
Definition 4.1 (procedure, observation, program). Let Σ be a signature with subtyping and H a type context. Any well H-typed term t will be called an H-procedure. If the H-type of t is visible, t will be called an Hobservation. If both H and the H-type of t are visible, t will be called an H-program. 2
Among the procedures are the variables x : T and the ground terms t : T of arbitrary type T . These are called the projection and ground procedures, respectively. If T is visible, then the ground procedures are just the programs that require no input to run. Because of the assumption that the visible reduct of each A in SPEC is term-generated, there is, for each visible element a, a ground program with output a.
For an example, recall the signature Σ E of Ex. 2.2 with the type LO. Let the type context H be such that H(x 1 ) = LO. Then x 1 is an H-procedure, and leq(x 1 , x 1 ) is an H-observation, as it has type Bool.
The following is the main definition of this section.
Definition 4.2 D (behavior-realization relation).
Let Σ be a signature with subtyping, let A be a Σ-algebra, and let H ∈ TCON and T ∈ TYPE . Let ρ ∈ ENV A H , a ∈ A T , and let t be an H-procedure of type T . Then ρ realizes  a under t, and a is the behavior of ρ under 
An ADT is often specified by specifying the acceptable behavior of those H-environments ρ that are meaningful to the programmer. One way of doing this is by focusing on the behavior function of ρ, that is, the function that maps each H-procedure t to the behavior [[ t : T ]] A ρ of ρ under t, and then specifying the family of acceptable functions of this kind, say by means of some formal specification language. An alternate approach, and the one we take here, is to compare the behavior of ρ in A to its behavior in some paradigmatic algebra B, or some class of such paradigms. This presumes of course that ρ is an H-environment in both A and B. This will be true for A, B ∈ SPEC if ρ is visible because A| VIS = B| VIS . It is not true in general for nonvisible environments, and so we must consider a more general relation that compares the behaviors of different environments. We therefore shift the focus from the behavior function to the comparative behavior relation. This is the standard relation between A and B that compares, for each Hprocedure t, the behavior under t of a given H-environment ρ of A with the behavior under the same t of a given H-environment σ of B. These considerations lead to the following definitions. 
(ii) Let T ∈ TYPE and a, b ∈ A T × B T . By the comparative realization of a and b we mean the generalized relation between A and B defined by
In the sequel we usually speak simply of the behavior of a pair of environments instead of their comparative behavior, and similarly of the realization of a pair of data elements.
These definitions of behavior and realization between subtyped algebras A and B are the same notions of behavior and realization between their discrete transforms A and B defined in [17, Def. 3.2] .
The following definition extends the notion of comparative behavior to a family of pairs of environments in the natural way; that is, it associates a standard relation with each generalized relation between A and B. Similarly, the comparative realization of a pair of data elements is extended so as to associate a generalized relation with each standard one. 
(i) For each generalized relation G ⊆ ENV
A × ENV B between A and B, define BE(G) := BE(G) T : T ∈ TYPE , where a BE(G) T b iff ∃ H∈TCON ∃ ρ,σ ∈G H a BE(ρ, σ) T b .
BE(G) is called the behavior of G and BE(G)| VIS is the visible behavior of G. BE is a function from the generalized to the standard relations between A and B. It is called the behavior operator on A × B. (ii) For each standard relation R ⊆ A × B between A and B, define RE(R) := RE(R) H : H ∈ TCON , where
ρ RE(R) H σ iff ∃ T ∈TYPE ∃ a,b ∈R T ρ RE(a, b) H σ .
RE(R) is called the realization of R. RE is a function from the standard to the generalized relations between A and B. It is called the realization operator on A × B. 2
Example 4.6. As an example of the behavior operator, consider the nominal generalized relation G E between E and itself defined in Ex. 3.12. We describe the relation BE(G E ) T for each type T in the signature Σ E . In this example we take H to be an arbitrary type context and ρ, σ an arbitrary member of G E H . Note that ρ, σ is a finite partial order isomorphism (see Ex. 3.12).
BE(G
The reason for this is that G E itself is VIS -identical, so ρ(x) = σ(x) for all x such that H x : Bool. Furthermore, all observations, apart from projections, are of the form leq(x, y), and
The only procedures of type Comp or type LO are projections. Thus
The reason for this, is that, for every x such H x : LO, σ(x) is obtained by shifting ρ(x) in the positive direction at least far enough so that all the integers in the range of ρ of this form are nonnegative. Since the shift can be arbitrarily large, σ(x) can also be arbitrarily large. 2
It turns out that the realization operator RE is of less interest to us than its dual RE ∂ . Roughly speaking, ρ RE(R) σ iff there exists at least one a, b ∈ R such that a, b is a behavior of ρ, σ , while ρ RE ∂ (R) σ iff for every a, b , if a, b is a behavior of ρ, σ , then a, b ∈ R. This is defined as follows, where for any two generalized relations G and G , G \ G is the set-theoretical complement of G relative to G.
Definition 4.7 D (dual realization operator). Let A, B ∈ SPEC and R ⊆
A × B. Define RE ∂ (R) := −RE(− R) = ENV A × ENV B \ RE(( A × B)\ R) .
Equivalently, for all ρ, σ ∈ ENV
A H × ENV B H , ρ RE ∂ (R) H σ iff ∀ T ∈TYPE BE(ρ, σ) T ⊆ R T .
RE ∂ (R) is called the dual realization of R, and RE ∂ is called the dual realization operator. 2
The dual behavior of a generalized relation is also definable in the same way [17] , but it will play no role in this paper.
As an example of the dual realization operator, we will take the dual realization of the maximal standard VIS -identical relation, which is denoted I * . This relation plays a key role in the construction of generalized simulations. To define I * , recall that I is the standard visible identity relation between A and B, i.e., the standard identity relation on
Definition 4.8 (maximal VIS -identical relation). Let A, B ∈ SPEC.
Then I * is the standard relation between A and B defined by
Clearly I * is the maximal standard VIS -identical relation between A and B in the following sense.
The following example hints at the utility of RE ∂ (I * ).
Example 4.9. Let E be the Σ E -algebra of Ex. 2.9. Let H be any type context and ρ, σ ∈ ENV
The elementary part of the theory of the operators BE and RE ∂ is developed in detail in [17] . The main result obtained there is that BE and RE ∂ form a Galois connection when viewed as mappings between the partially ordered set of standard relations (under set-theoretical inclusion) and the dual partially ordered set of generalized relations. This is expressed in the following equivalences which together we refer to simply as the basic adjunction. It has both a local and a global form. For the proof see [17, Thm. 3.9 and Cor. 3.10]. 
(i) Let H ∈ TCON . Then, for every R ⊆ A × B and every ρ, σ ∈ ENV
(
ii) For every R ⊆ A × B and every G ⊆ ENV
The global form of the basic adjunction (part (ii)) can be paraphrased in the following way. For every standard relation R, its dual realization RE ∂ (R) is the largest generalized relation whose behavior is included in R, and for every generalized relation G, its behavior BE(G) is the smallest standard relation whose dual realization includes G.
In most practical situations one is interested in the visible behavior of H-environments, that is, the function that assigns to each H-observation t : V the value [[ t : V ]] A ρ. We refine the notion of behavioral equivalence accordingly. We now show how the notion of VIS -behavioral equivalence fits into our general framework by characterizing it in terms of the dual realization of the standard relation I * (defined in Ex. 4.8). 
An immediate consequence of this theorem is that RE ∂ (I * ) is the largest generalized relation between A and B whose behavior is VIS -identical. This fact is formalized in the following two corollaries.
Let SPEC be a specification and A, B ∈ SPEC. A is VIS -behaviorally reducible to B if the discrete transform of A is VIS -behaviorally reducible to the discrete transform of B in the sense of [17, Def. 3.15] ; that is, A is VIS -behaviorally reducible to B if the following condition holds.
-For every H-environment ρ over A, there is an H-environment σ over B such that ρ and σ are VIS -behaviorally equivalent.
This applies to all environments, whether visible or nonvisible. If H is visible, then the VIS -behavioral equivalence of ρ and σ implies that they are in fact equal, since in this case the H-projections are observations, in fact, programs. (Recall that A| VIS = B| VIS since A and B are models of the same specification.) Thus VIS -behavioral reducibility implies that every visible environment is VIS -behaviorally equivalent to itself, when viewed first as an environment over A and then over B. This latter, weaker condition turns out to be equivalent to Schoett's [26] notion of behavioral equivalence. The stronger notion of behavioral equivalence considered in [17] , which deals with nonvisible as well as visible environments, is thus a natural extension of Schoett's notion. These notions can also be applied to subtyped algebras by applying them to their discrete transforms. However, to allow reasoning that uses static type information to be valid in the presence of subtyping, we need a still stronger notion of behavioral reducibility; what is needed is that the equivalence or reducibility must be to nominal data (i.e., to data of the static type). These considerations lead to the following definition. 
Correct behavioral subtyping
In this section we define the main notion of the paper, Def. 5.1, and prove the main result, Thm. 5.4. The definition says what correct behavioral subtyping means for a specification. This definition requires that there are "no surprising visible behavior" in the following sense: assume a set of static types is given along with data elements from some subtype domains. Then, relative to the observations over the static types, the data elements can behave no differently from a suitably chosen set of nominal elements of the static types. The main result is that a specification has correct behavioral subtyping if and only if each algebra of the specification can be nominally simulated by some algebra of the specification. The requirement that the simulation be nominal is key to preventing surprising behavior; it contains the idea of a coercion found in other work on behavioral subtyping [1, 3, 7, 23] . Both the specifications SPEC E and SPEC II have correct behavioral subtype relations. This will be proved below, using the technique to which we now turn.
The main result, Thm. 5.4 below, is that nominal generalized simulation is both a sound and complete technique for establishing that there are no subtyping surprises. More precisely, nominal generalized simulation means that, for each algebra A in the specification, there is an algebra B in the specification and a nominal generalized simulation of B by A. Hence, our main result is that nominal generalized simulation is an exact criterion for nominal VIS -behavioral reduction. The key lemma we will need for the proof of this result is the fact that the dual realization of every standard relation is homomorphic. For discrete signatures this is proved in [17, Thm. 4.10] . Since these notions are discrete, the theorem of [17] applies automatically to the subtyped case.
It turns out that, by the basic adjunction, the dual realization of the visible identity relation, i.e., RE ∂ (I * ), is the largest VIS -identical generalized relation between A and B (see Cors. 4.13, 4.14 above). The idea behind the proof of the soundness and completeness result, Thm. 5.4 below, is now easy to see. Suppose A is nominally VIS -behaviorally reducible to B. Then for every H-environment ρ of A there exists a nominal H-environment σ of B such that ρ and σ are VIS -behaviorally equivalent, i.e., ρ RE ∂ (I * ) σ. Thus RE ∂ (I * ) itself is a nominal generalized simulation of B by A. Conversely, if a nominal generalized simulation of B by A exists, then it must be included in RE ∂ (I * ) and hence A is nominally VIS -behaviorally reducible to B. This is the outline of the proof. We now give the details, including the following auxilary theorem. As a criterion for establishing VIS -behavioral reducibility the existence of a generalized simulation is both complete and sound. This is proved in [17] , Thm. 4.13, in the context of discrete specifications, and it can be applied to subtyped specifications via the discrete transform. The next theorem however, which is the main result of the paper, extends the completeness and soundness of VIS -behavioral reducibility to subtyped specifications in a way that takes into account static type information in reasoning about subtyping. 
Theorem 5.4. (Soundness and Completeness
Specifications that are term generated or have unary methods
The fact that the correct behavioral subtyping of SPEC E cannot be established by means of nominal standard simulations shows that "nominal generalized simulation" can not be replaced by "nominal standard simulation" in Thm. 5.4 or Cor. 5.5. On the other hand, the existence of a standard homomorphic relation between A and B is both necessary and sufficient for the weaker notion of behavioral equivalence considered by Schoett [26] . What makes Schoett's behavioral equivalence result possible is that fact that the visible reduct of every algebra in SPEC is term-generated. It turns out that the same reasoning can be used to show that, if SPEC itself is either termgenerated or has only unary methods, then nominal standard simulations are both necessary and sufficient for nominal VIS -behavioral reducibility, and hence for correct behavioral subtyping. The key to the proof of the first result is the following theorem, which involves the notion a pseudo-transitive relation.
A standard relation R between A and B is said to be pseudo-transitive
Theorem 5.7 D . Assume SPEC is term-generated. Let A, B ∈ SPEC, and let
The proof of this theorem is presented in the appendix. 
Hence a BE RE ∂ (I * T ) b and, since σ is nominal, b ∈ B T . So BE RE ∂ (I * ) is a nominal standard simulation of B by A.
Assume now that there exists a nominal standard simulation R of B by A. R is VIS -identical, so R ⊆ I * . Let R + be the pointwise extension of R. We want to show that
Let T ∈ TYPE and assume a BE(R + ) T b for some a, b ∈ A T × B T . Then by definition there is an H ∈ TCON , an H-procedure t : T , and ρ, σ ∈ ENV Proof. Let G be a nominal generalized simulation of B by A. By Theorem 3.4 G − is a VIS -identical standard homomorphic relation between A and B. Let T ∈ TYPE and a ∈ A T . Let H be any type context and
, and σ(x) ∈ B T since σ is nominal simulation. This show that G − is a nominal generalized simulation of B by A.
That G − is a standard nominal bisimulation when G is a nominal generalized simulation follows immediately from the first part of the proof. 2
Discussion
In this section we discuss related work, future work, and offer some conclusions.
Related work
Our decision to formulate our results as a behavior-realization adjunction was considerably influenced by Goguen's categorical theory of automata [8] and its subsequent extension to (discrete) algebras by Goguen and Meseguer [10, 11] . Our notion of dual realization can be viewed in a loose sense as a generalization of Goguen and Meseguer's realization of the behavior of an automaton or algebra, although strictly speaking the two notions are incomparable. In their work they speak of the behavior of an entire algebra, which they take as the system of visible input-output functions one obtains by running each admissible program in the algebra. Thus a realization of a given system of input-output functions is any algebra for which this system is the behavior. In our case the structure of the algebra is not explicitly taken into account and the focus is shifted to environments. Since Goguen and Meseguer deal only with visible input and output, only the reachable, i.e., the term-generated part of the algebra is relevant to its behavior. In our context that would be roughly equivalent to restricting attention to the behavior of the empty environment. Furthermore, we focus on the relationship between comparative behavior and realization by restricting attention in effect to the product of two algebras. The connections between the two notions of realization are discussed in more detail in [17] .
The models of data types used by Cardelli [4] , and those in order-sorted algebra [12, 13] , require that a subtype's carrier set be a subset of its supertype's carrier set. When an operation of the supertype is applied to a subtype object o, in such a model, the results are identical whether o is regarded as an element of the supertype or as an element of the subtype. Thus the existence of such a model is a sufficient criteria for correct behavioral subtyping, but it is not necessary as was shown in Ex. 3.10, for the specification of SPEC E of Ex. 2.18. Forcing the subtype's carrier set be a subset of the supertype's carrier set may take the algebra outside the specification. However, when it works, the "trick" of constructing such a model is a good proof technique, as we discussed in Ex. 3.9.
Bruce and Wegner [3] define what we would call correct behavioral subtyping using a generalization of order-sorted algebras where there are coercion functions from each subtype's carrier set to the carrier set of the corresponding supertype. Such coercion functions are a special case of nominal standard simulations, and are thus sufficient to guarantee correct behavioral subtyping, but not necessary, even for term-generated specifications.
The technique we reported on in [16] built on the work of Bruce and Wegner, and the category sorted algebras of Reynolds [24] . In [16] we used what are called nominal standard simulation relations in the present paper, and proved that the existence of such a simulation was a sufficient condition for correct behavioral subtyping. We have shown that the technique is only complete for term-generated specifications and for specifications that do not use multiple dispatch. For completeness with non-term-generated specifications that use multiple dispatch one needs to use nominal generalized simulations.
Future work
It should be relatively straightforward to extend the results in this paper and in [17] to higher-order terms, using logical relations. Jung and Tiuryn [14] use a generalized notion of logical relation, they call them "Kripke logical relations of varying arity", to study lambda definabilty in Henkin models of the simply typed lambda calculus; the idea for such logical relations originated with Sieber [25] . They appear to be closely related to our generalized homomorphic relations (but do not consider subtyping).
We also plan to extend our results to higher-order terms in the presence of nondeterminism, as was done in [16] .
How useful are the results of this paper to software engineers? In applying Cor. 5.5 to verify the correct behavioral subtyping of a given specification, one would in theory have to check that each model simulates, by a nominal generalized relation, some other model of the specification, possibly chosen from some restricted class of paradigmatic models. This is in general a difficult problem, but we have seen that in certain cases, in particular the simple test specifications SPEC E and SPEC II considered above, it is possible to verify this fact by a relatively simple argument. However, it seems that the main use of our results would be to validate the soundness and relative completeness of proof-theoretic techniques for settling questions of correct behavioral subtyping. We are presently investigating such proof-theoretic methods.
Another extension planned is to adapt our results to the study of OO ADTs with mutable objects (i.e., objects with time-varying state) [6, 7, 23] .
Additional questions to investigate are proof-theoretic conditions for behavioral reduction and equivalence, especially for subtyping, and how to generalize our results by means of category theory.
Conclusions
We have presented a sound and complete model-theoretic technique for verifying the correctness of a specification with subtyping. These results are based on the theory of the adjunction formed by behavior and dual realization developed in [17] . The key ideas of this theory, which are essential for completeness in the non-term-generated case, are the generalization of the notion of observation, which allows nonvisible data to be compared, and the notion of a generalized homomorphic relation. We showed that standard homomorphic relations are too strong to exactly characterize correct behavioral subtyping.
Because of these technical innovations, our techniques apply not only to term-generated and complete specifications, but also to non-term-generated and incomplete specifications. As far as we know, these results are the first exact algebraic characterization of correct behavioral subtyping for ADTs with immutable objects.
The key to the proof of Thm. 5.7 is Thm. 7.3 below, which says that, if A and B are members of a term-generated specification with subtyping and R is a standard relation satisfying a certain very weak condition, then the dual realization RE ∂ (R) of R is completely determined by its pointwise restriction RE ∂ (R) − , which is defined below. Two technical lemmas are required to establish this result.
Recall that a standard relation R between A and B is pseudo-transitive if R ; R ; R ⊆ R. If R is pseudo-transitive then (R ; R ) ; ( R ; R ) ⊆ R ; R and (R ; R ) = R ; R ⊆ R ; R . Thus R ; R is transitive and symmetric and will be an equivalence relation if for every T ∈ TYPE and every a ∈ A T there exists a b ∈ B T such that a R T b. 
